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Abstract—We introduce circuit implementations of one- and two-stage carrier phase recovery (CPR) for 256QAM coherent optical receivers. We describe in detail the optimizations of algorithms, such as modified Viterbi-Viterbi (mVV), blind phase search (BPS), and principal component-based phase estimation (PCPE), that are required to develop energy-efficient CPR circuits and how design parameter settings and limited fixed-point resolution affect the SNR penalty. 30-GBaud CPR circuit netlists synthesized in a 22-nm CMOS process technology allow us to study trade-offs between energy per bit and SNR penalty. We show that it is possible to reach an energy dissipation of around 1 pJ/bit at an SNR penalty of 0.6 dB for two-stage PCPE+BPS and mVV+BPS implementations, and that PCPE+BPS is the preferred choice thanks to its smaller area.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent technology has been a key to increasing the capacity of long-haul fiber-optic communication. Thanks to its high spectral efficiency and high receiver sensitivity, it is also an interesting alternative for shorter fiber systems. However, since complex digital signal processing (DSP) is required in coherent schemes, DSP power dissipation has been an issue. Low DSP power dissipation is necessary for a proliferation of coherent technology into shorter, more cost-sensitive systems.

For shorter fibers, chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion become negligible. This allows us to, first, do away with the chromatic dispersion compensation unit and, second, shorten the adaptive equalizer: two power-hungry units of long-haul coherent receivers. There are, however, other receiver units whose design complexity does not scale down as the fiber reach is reduced: The analog-digital converter (ADC) and the carrier phase recovery (CPR) unit. As far as ADC is concerned, the power dissipation depends on resolution and sampling rate. Four 8-bit 70-GSa/s ADCs [1] in a 32-nm CMOS process technology were estimated to dissipate 3.5 pJ/bit for 60-GBaud 16QAM [2]. Note that CMOS technology scaling improves energy efficiency of this type of ADC architecture; a newer generation high-speed ADC in 14-nm FinFET technology [3] showed a 35% improvement in energy per bit. As far as CPR goes, we recently introduced a blind phase search (BPS) implementation in a 22-nm CMOS process technology that dissipates 1.1 pJ/bit for 32-GBaud 16QAM [4]. While the power dissipation for this BPS-based CPR circuit was shown to represent a relatively small portion of the total DSP power dissipation of a 16QAM coherent receiver [2], the energy per bit of a single-stage BPS-based CPR implementation for 32-GBaud 256QAM was 3.1 pJ/bit [4] which is almost three times higher than for 16QAM.

Clearly, if pilot symbols are used, the energy per bit for 256QAM CPR can be improved significantly; down to 0.34 pJ/bit for a 32-GBaud 256QAM CPR circuit [5]. However, since pilot symbols reduce spectral efficiency, it is interesting to explore if non-data-aided CPR implementations for higher-order modulation formats can be optimized, to achieve substantially lower energy per bit. Thus, this paper investigates how to implement energy-efficient blind CPR circuits for higher-order modulation formats, especially focusing on how to efficiently combine several algorithms in a multi-stage CPR implementation. We limit our study to two-stage CPR implementations. This is because adding more stages would significantly increase the power dissipation, so the addition must significantly reduce the penalty. It has, however, previously been shown that using more than two stages only results in small phase estimate improvements [6].

II. CPR ALGORITHMS

There is a wide range of blind CPR algorithms available. This section briefly reviews the algorithms that we have chosen to implement in our VLSI circuit evaluations.

For simple modulation formats which encode data on the phase only, the $M^{th}$-power (also known as Viterbi-Viterbi) CPR algorithm can be used [7]. By taking the $M^{th}$ power of the input symbols for $M$-PSK, the phase modulation can be removed and the phase noise estimated, once the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) has been reduced by averaging. The relatively low complexity of this method promises to deliver an energy-efficient circuit implementation, however, the move to higher-order formats, such as QAM, requires modifications to account for the non-constant amplitude of the symbols. One suggested method is to use QPSK partitioning of the symbols, where only Class-1 symbols having modulation angles of $\pi/4 + n\pi/2$, for $n = 0...3$, are used for phase estimation [8]. This works well for 16QAM, but for higher-order QAM the modulus of many Class-1 symbols are similar to other constellation points, reducing the number of usable candidate symbols. The result is that only a small portion of the received symbols are being used for phase estimation, making tracking of fast phase changes infeasible due to the long averaging window needed to reduce AWGN [6].

A modified Viterbi-Viterbi (mVV) CPR algorithm for 64QAM was presented in [6], where the usable Class-1 symbols are combined with outermost edge symbols, increasing
the number of symbols used for estimation. This method shows a larger laser-linewidth tolerance than standard QPSK partitioning and can be extended to 256QAM. However, the required length of the averaging window is still relative large, resulting in poor performance for larger linewidths. For this case, a two-stage CPR approach, where mVV is used as a coarse-grain CPR in conjunction with a fine-grain constellation transformation (CT) algorithm, has been suggested [6].

In the original CT algorithm [9], a 16QAM constellation is reduced to a QPSK constellation by analyzing the I and Q parts of the received symbols. After transformation, a conventional $M^{th}$-power estimator is used. Bilal et al. [6] extended CT to work also for 64QAM by using a stepwise transformation of the constellation, first to 16QAM and then to QPSK, and an equivalent method can be used for 256QAM. But for CT to work, only a minor amount of phase noise can be accepted in the symbols, limiting its use to a fine-grain CPR stage.

Blind phase search (BPS) for fiber-optic systems was originally suggested by Pfau et al. [10]. Here, the input symbols are rotated by test phases and the symbol closest to a constellation point is selected as the output. The key to keeping BPS circuit complexity low is to minimize the number of test phases [11]. However, higher-order modulation formats require more BPS test phases, so the energy efficiency of BPS degrades: A single-stage 256QAM BPS circuit requires three times more energy per bit than a single-stage 16QAM BPS circuit [4].

A recently published CPR algorithm, called principal component-based phase estimation (PCPE) [12], uses principal component analysis to estimate the phase noise. In general, the PCPE algorithm requires less complex hardware than BPS does. In addition, PCPE scales much better than BPS to higher-order modulation formats. However, PCPE suffers from residual phase noise, which is especially pronounced at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The problem with residual phase noise can be mitigated by cascading PCPE with BPS, using a limited number of test phases [12].

Other two-stage algorithms have been suggested, such as two-stage BPS [13] and mVV followed by a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) [6]. The former is not included in this work, since BPS+BPS cannot reconcile low energy dissipation and low SNR penalty for 256QAM. The latter could be a potential candidate with a performance similar to that of mVV+CT. However, the implementation of MLE-based CPR can be assumed to be more complex than that of CT.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Our CPR circuits were defined in a hardware description language (HDL) and the evaluation was performed using MATLAB-HDL co-simulation, where bit-true HDL code is embedded inside the MATLAB environment: The data and channel impairments were modelled in MATLAB and fed to a simulator that performs logic simulation of the HDL unit. The results were then imported back into MATLAB for demodulation and evaluation.

Fig. 1 shows our system model, which includes AWGN and phase noise, modelled as a Wiener process. All other impairments, e.g., chromatic and polarization-mode dispersion

Fig. 1: System model used for our simulations, with the MATLAB parts shown in black and the HDL part in gray.

are assumed to be fully compensated by other DSP units. We also neglect the effect of non-linear impairments.

IV. CPR IMPLEMENTATION

Our 256QAM CPR circuits target a symbol rate of 30GBaud, which calls for parallelization of the design in $P = 32$ lanes at a clock rate of 937.5 MHz. These values correspond to a data rate of 400 Gbit/s, if we assume transmission over two polarizations and a 20% overhead for forward error correction (FEC). Block diagrams of the proposed mVV+CT and PCPE+BPS implementations are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, with the parallel parts marked in gray. Moving as many operations outside of the parallel portion of the design as possible is an important way of reducing circuit power dissipation. The word length of all internal signals are calculated from the input symbol word length, $W$, and kept as low as possible without severely impacting the SNR penalty. The remainder of this section will describe the most important features of our developed implementations.

a) mVV: A block diagram of the mVV implementation is shown in the left part of Fig. 2. The first unit calculates the magnitude of the input symbols by using an unrolled coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) [14] circuit. The input is then partitioned using the magnitudes to determine if an input symbol should be included in the phase estimation or not. The I and Q values of symbols that should be ignored are set to zero. Calculation of the 4th power is done using two complex squarers with rounding, since our integrated circuit design tools recognize these constructs and can optimize them efficiently. To reduce implementation complexity, averaging is implemented as a multi-input addition of the parallel symbols; a method that is used in all of our described implementations. After averaging, the result is shifted as much as possible to the left without changing the sign of the data. This shift ensures maximum utilization of the word length, despite varying number of symbols included in the average, and provides an acceptable input to the angle operation, also implemented using CORDIC. After unwrapping, the estimated phase is sent to the compensation unit.

The optimal setting for the length of the averaging window, $L$, is dependent on the linewidth symbol-duration product $\Delta f T_s$ and a larger laser linewidth results in a smaller optimal $L$, as shown in Fig. 4a. In this figure, the bit-error rate (BER) is plotted as a function of $L$ at an SNR of 17 dB, chosen to be close to the soft-decision FEC threshold. Since the average length, $L > P$, the parallelism can be abandoned for the angle and unwrap operations and multiple clock cycles can be used for signal propagation in these units. Clock gating can also be used to minimize unnecessary logic signal switching and reduce power dissipation [15].
Fig. 2: Block diagram of the mVV+CT CPR implementation, where \( W \) is the input word length and \( P \) is the number of parallel lanes.

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the PCPE+BPS CPR implementation, where \( W \) is the input word length and \( P \) is the number of parallel lanes. The thick arrows represent buses carrying data for multiple rotations.

Fig. 4: BER at an SNR of 17 dB and \( W = 10 \) as a function of (a) the length of the mVV averaging window in mVV+CT, (b) the covariance window for PCPE, and (c) the number of test phases used in PCPE+BPS with optimal selection of \( N \).

b) CT: The CT implementation shown in Fig. 2 is very similar to that of mVV, described above. The partitioning is replaced by a transformation operation and the unwrapping is removed, since only small phase fluctuations are expected. We implement the transformation in a single unit, i.e., 256QAM is directly converted to QPSK, instead of using multiple, successive transformations as suggested in [6]. A short CT averaging window is needed to track fast phase changes; the optimal setting was found to be 32 for all CT implementations.

c) PCPE: In the PCPE circuit, the parallel input symbols are first squared prior to the calculation of the covariance done over a window of \( N \) consecutive symbols. The optimal value of \( N \), resulting in the minimal SNR penalty, is dependent on the amount of phase noise present in the received symbol stream. A larger \( \Delta fT_s \) results in a smaller optimal \( N \), as shown in Fig. 4b. Typically \( N > P \) and this makes it possible to abandon the parallelism after this point. The resulting covariance matrix is a \( 2 \times 2 \) symmetric matrix; thus only three values need to be calculated and these are stored in a register which is reset each \( N/P \) clock cycle. Since we are only interested in the relative differences between the values of the covariance matrix, we find the largest of the three values and count the number of leading zeros \( z \) in this value. All values of the covariance matrix are left shifted with \( z - 1 \) and we remove as many of the least significant bits as we can, without increasing the SNR penalty. The same idea is used after calculation of the principal component (PC), to reduce the number of bits propagated to the next operation. The phase angle is calculated using CORDIC and unwrapped before being fed to the compensation unit. Since \( N > P \), all operations following the covariance calculation will have \( N/P \) clock cycles to complete, enabling clock gating to reduce power dissipation.

d) BPS: The selection of BPS test phases is controlled by two parameters: The number of test phases \( B \) needed and, when BPS is used as a second CPR stage, the angle these test phases will span, \( S \). The optimal choice of \( B \) depends on the phase noise and SNR properties of the channel; Fig. 4c shows the BER as a function of \( B \) for a BPS used as a second stage preceded by PCPE. For \( \Delta fT_s = 10^{-5} \), it is enough to choose \( B = 4 \), but for larger linewidths the optimal number of test phases increases. This number is, however, much smaller than the >28 test phases needed for a single-stage 256QAM BPS implementation with reasonable SNR penalty [4]. The optimal selection of \( S \) varies with the combination of \( \Delta fT_s \) and \( B \), but its value has no effect on the power dissipation. For low
V. RESULTS

The BER as a function of SNR for our circuit implementations is shown in Fig. 5, for $\Delta fT_s = 10^{-6}$ and a word length $W = 10$ bits. The effect of the residual phase noise left after single-stage mVV and PCPE can be seen at higher SNRs, where the BER levels out. This behavior is even more pronounced at larger $\Delta fT_s$ (not shown in the figure), especially for mVV. At a BER of $10^{-2}$, the two-stage mVV+BPS and PCPE+BPS implementations have similar BER performance, but the latter shows worse performance at higher SNRs. This is most probably due to the larger residual phase noise left after PCPE, which affects the performance of the second-stage BPS but is too small to influence the BER results of the single-stage PCPE. The mVV+CT combination shows an additional penalty, compared to the other two-stage implementations, of just over 0.1 dB. Compared to a single-stage 256QAM BPS implementation with $B = 28$ and interpolation [4], the performance of the two-stage CPR implementations is slightly worse, but as we will show this is accompanied by a significantly reduced power dissipation.

Using an industrial-grade application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design flow [15], we synthesized the two-stage CPR circuit implementations using Cadence Genus to a cell library in a 22-nm CMOS process technology at slow process corners, using a 0.72-V 125°C characterization, to avoid overly optimistic timing results. The synthesized netlists were simulated using MATLAB-generated input vectors and the resulting switching statistics were back-annotated into Genus for the power analysis, which assumed typical process corners, at a 0.8-V 85°C characterization, to be close to a normal usage case. Note that the power dissipation results in this section are presented for CPR on a single polarization.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the power dissipation for mVV+CT, using three different settings of $W$ and optimal settings of $L$ for an SNR of 17 dB and $\Delta fT_s = 10^{-6}$. The magnitude operation accounts for one third of the power dissipation of mVV, while the more complex 4th-power calculation draws much less power; note though that the area of the latter is almost four times larger. This mismatch is due to a large part of the symbols being set to zero in the partitioning, which greatly reduces the switching activity of the multipliers in the 4th-power operation. The compensation unit is similar for mVV and CT, showing comparable power results.

There are two main design parameters that affect the PCPE+BPS power dissipation: The number of test phases, $B$, and the input word length, $W$. Increasing the number of...
test phases affects the power dissipation of the BPS unit, in particular the rotation and distance components, as shown in Fig. 7a for a design optimized for $\Delta fT_s = 10^{-6}$ and an SNR of 17 dB, with $N = 192$ and $W = 10$. For each extra test phase used, the total power dissipation increases with approximately 39 mW, corresponding to 0.16 pJ/bit. Fig. 7b shows how the power dissipation is affected by the choice of word length. Due to the large number of multipliers inside the square and covariance components of the PCPE unit and the rotation component of the BPS unit, these circuit portions are more affected than others when increasing $W$ from 10 to 11 bits. Since the same DSP components are used for mVV+BPS as for the other two-stage implementations, the power-dissipation distribution for mVV+BPS can be extracted from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

The trade-off between energy efficiency and SNR penalty is one of the most interesting factors when comparing DSP implementations. Thus, we synthesized a number of different CPR designs with comparable parameter settings. Fig. 8 shows the results in terms of energy dissipation per bit versus penalty for two different $\Delta fT_s$ settings. The dotted lines in this graph connects implementations with all parameters held constant, except the word length $W$. The lowest penalty is reached for a single-stage BPS implementation with $W = 10$ and $B = 28$; we have previously shown [4] that increasing these parameters further does not significantly reduce the penalty. Reducing the number of BPS test phases decreases the power dissipation, but comes at a cost of a higher SNR penalty, which rapidly increases for lower $B$ as hinted in Fig. 8.

Of the 10-bit single-stage implementations, the PCPE implementation is the most energy efficient, with less than 0.5 pJ/bit for $W = 10$ at $\Delta fT_s = 10^{-6}$. Incrementing $W$ to 11 bits results only in a minor reduction of a significant penalty around 1.6 dB, at the cost of a 60% increase in power dissipation. Similar results can be observed for mVV. The SNR penalty for single-stage PCPE and mVV implementations quickly becomes large for larger linewidths (not shown in the figure), and is over 2.5 dB for $W = 10$ and $\Delta fT_s = 2 \cdot 10^{-6}$. The high SNR penalty is due to the residual phase noise left after mVV and PCPE, causing problems especially for modulation formats higher than 64QAM.

For $\Delta fT_s = 10^{-6}$, a two-stage mVV+BPS or PCPE+BPS implementation with $W = 11$ and $B = 4$ results in almost the same BER performance as that of BPS with the lowest penalty, but only at 55% of its power dissipation. Reducing the word length to 10 bits results in an energy dissipation for mVV+BPS and PCPE+BPS of 1.08 pJ/bit and 1.02 pJ/bit, respectively. Compared to a single-stage implementation using the same word length, the SNR penalty reduction from adding a second BPS stage is more than 1 dB. This reduction is even larger for larger values of $\Delta fT_s$, albeit at the cost of adding more test phases in the BPS unit, which results in a higher power dissipation. This cost is, however, still lower than using a single-stage BPS CPR unit. The SNR penalty for the mVV+CT is higher than for the other two-stage algorithms for all tested values of $W$, and the difference is increasing for larger $\Delta fT_s$. The penalty difference is due to CT performing worse than BPS as a second stage and is the reason why a two-stage PCPE+CT combination was not explored further.

VI. Conclusion

We have presented circuit implementations of a range of one- and two-stage carrier phase recovery (CPR) methods for 256QAM transmission. Based on our HDL implementations, we synthesized the CPR designs to a 22-nm CMOS process technology, allowing us to show how different optimizations and parameter settings affect performance and power dissipation. These results were then used to illustrate the important design trade-off between energy per bit and SNR penalty, and to compare two-stage CPR approaches to single-stage approaches, involving combinations of blind phase search (BPS), constellation transformation (CT), principal component-based phase estimation (PCPE), and Viterbi-Viterbi (VV) methods.

We have shown how the selection of averaging window size for the modified VV (mVV) algorithm affects the BER, and that this parameter has an optimal setting that varies with the laser linewidth. The mVV partitioning method, in which many symbols are set to zero, has a beneficial effect on the power dissipation of the following 4th-power operation, reinforcing the importance of reducing logic switching activity to reduce
energy per bit [15]. The two most important design parameters for the PCPE+BPS CPR implementation, i.e., the covariance window length and the number of test phases, can be selected to minimize the SNR penalty compared to an ideal case. The window length has a clear optimum, but this choice does not significantly impact power dissipation. The SNR penalty is reduced by increasing the number of test phases, up to a point where a further increase does not affect the phase estimation result. However, the power dissipation increases linearly with the number of test phases. Increasing the input word length to more than 10 bits does not result in a reduction of the SNR penalty for any of our implementations, but would only increase power dissipation.

Parameters selected in a good trade-off between SNR penalty and power dissipation for a 256QAM 30-GBaud PCPE+BPS implementation results in an SNR penalty of 0.6 dB with an energy dissipation of 1.02 pJ/bit, which is less than half the energy per bit of a single-stage BPS implementation with the same SNR penalty. A mVV or PCPE single-stage implementation can never reach these low penalty values due to the residual phase noise. In addition, we have shown a >1-dB penalty improvement when adding a fine-grain BPS stage after either mVV or PCPE. For larger ∆fT values, this penalty improvement increases even more. The two-stage mVV+BPS and PCPE+BPS show similar performance, but the latter would be preferred due to its smaller area. The mVV+CT implementation shows energy efficiencies close to the other two-stage CPR methods, albeit at a higher SNR penalty. When ∆fT is increased, the performance of mVV+CT deteriorates quickly. This behavior is less pronounced when using BPS as a second stage, since we have the possibility to finely regulate the performance of this stage by incrementing the test phase count, suggesting that BPS is a more versatile choice for a second CPR stage.
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